
Changes to CAM 2022 in Service Pack 2 
This document lists the changes that have gone into all of MecSoft’s 2022 CAM products in the 
second update released on Aug 9th, 2022. 

Enhancements 
1. Now allowing knife tools to be selected in engraving operations 
2. New logic to read/write settings to the registry and file was implemented 
3. A new option "Always save settings to registry on exit" was implemented 

Bug Fixes 
4. MOps are disappearing from the Machining Job tree due to tool library issue was fixed  
5. Clear flats in Horizontal Roughing fails for most of the cut patterns was fixed.  
6. Post-Processor variables [ANGLE_ROLL, ][ANGLE_PITCH] and [ANGLE_YAW] are 

incorrect was fixed  
7. Export to VCP exceptions were fixed in SolidWorks 
8. Explode cabinet design crashes Rhino 7 to desktop for some parts was fixed 
9. 2 ½ Axis profiling fails for this simple case of 3 lines. was fixed 
10. Fixed an issue with 5Axis operations after rotated setup 
11. Fixed an issue with Feedrate output after motion code, if motion defined by 

[NEXT_*_WCS] variables 
12. CAM data save issue was fixed 
13. Setting cloud->0->0 license as Node Locked license 
14. The "New post detected" dialog was moved to the "OnPostProcess" event 
15. MESH module becomes unusable when opening a point data file was fixed 
16. Post-processor full filename issue was fixed 
17. When loading certain files with saved posts, the Post name shows None was fixed 
18. Script-based posting cannot find the SPM file issue when posting was fixed 
19. Issue with block format data length limit for programmable post was fixed 
20. Implemented function to write data to post file directly from the python script 
21. Minor updates for Cloud and Network licensing 
22. RhinoCAM API issue with Regenerating 5 Axis MOps was fixed  
23. RhinoCAM API:  Added functions to get/set Cutting Side parameters for Profiling MOp.  
24. RhinoCAM API: Fixed issue with getting tool sub type for Saw and Knife tools  
25. RhinoCAM API: Added MOp objects for all MOp types. 
26. RhinoCAM API: Added some missing functions 
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